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Q1. State the kinds of the following sentences:
1. Do not waste your time.
2. What is your name?
3. Why do you believe that?
4. Please accept my apology.
5. Your face is frightening the baby!
6. My pencil is broken.
7. Exercise for an hour every day.
8. Ask Doris for the recipe.
9. Did you solve the puzzle yet?
10. Please help me.
11. It’s hard to believe that this paper is made from wood.
12. There are more apples in the refrigerator.
13. What a beautiful horse it is!
14. Will Priya complete her work?
15. I will send her a gift.
16. Send her a nice gift.
Q2. Identify the verb in the following sentences and state its kind:
1.

We showed her the photo album.

2.

They slept in the street.

3.

She was crying all day long

4.

He always keeps his money in a wallet.

5.

The doctor advised me to exercise regularly.

6.

He gave the book to the teacher.

7.

They laughed at the joke.

8.

I worked all night

9.

Sheetal lifted the heavy bag.

10. They appear very happy.
11. My brother moved to another city

12.

My brother moved his car.

13.

Those people painted their house blue.

14.

Ram ate the bitter chocolate.

15.

The chocolate tastes bitter.

Q3. Rewrite the following group of words as meaningful sentences:
i) ship /violently/ the/ storm/ rocked /the
ii) dancer/i/trained/a/am
iii) global/destruction/trees/of/causes/warming
iv) harvest/for/rainfall/essential/is/a/good
v) environment/our/we/of/need/take/of/to
vi) wore/ a/ hat/ he/ of/ coconut/ made/ fiber/ his/ on/ head
vii) parts /many /coffee/ popular/ in/ world/ the/ is/ very/ of.
Q4. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions.
1. Meet me ___________the bus stop.
2. He sat ____________ the floor.
3. He works ______________ my supervision.
4. Put the sugar _________ the coffee.
5. We have our music class __________ Monday.
6. The flight arrived _____ noon.
7. My birthday is ___________ July.
8. The rehearsal goes on _____ 3 to 6 p.m.
9. She has been waiting for you _____________ morning.
10. The crow was sitting ______________ a group of peacocks.
11. The girl is standing _______________ the two boys is their sister.
12. The post office is ____________ the railway station.
13. The cat is ____________ the bed.
14. I come to school __________ bus.
15. She jumped ____________ the pool.

